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several recent books offer reviews of the timss and naep or discuss specific aspects of naep. see, for
example, daniel j. bier, american educational policy in the twentieth century, (new york: cambridge
university press, 2008), chap. 4; naep: a research history, (washington, d.c.: naep, 2011), chap. 2;
daniel j. bier, naep: a research history, (washington, d. 3; daniel j. 6; recent trends in international
mathematics and science study (timss) and international assessment of adult competencies (iaac)
results, (washington, d.: national center for education statistics, 2010), chap. 1; trends in
international mathematics and science study (timss) and international assessment of adult
competencies (iaac) results, (washington, d.: national center for education statistics, 2011), chap. 1;
the timss: trends in mathematics and science study, 1996-2015, (new york: national center for
education statistics, 2014), chap. 1; and the timss and timss advanced: science and mathematics in
the 21st century, (washington, d.: national center for education statistics, 2015), chap. 1. see also,
for example, the timss and timss advanced: science and mathematics in the 21st century,
(washington, d.c.: national center for education statistics, 2015), chap. 2; and the timss and timss
advanced: mathematics, (washington, d. 2. see, for example, the timss and timss advanced:
mathematics, (washington, d.c.: national center for education statistics, 2015), chap. 1; the timss
and timss advanced: science, (washington, d. 1; and the timss and timss advanced: science,
(washington, d. 2.
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The physics major is also available with a career focus. The major can be completed with up to a 30
hour (4 semester) elective. It provides a deeper introduction to major area physics and develops an
understanding of professional career choices. Our department is world renowned as an outstanding

source of talented people who go on to make important discoveries and breakthroughs in the field of
physics. Its graduates include scientists working in the fields of nuclear physics, computational

physics, geophysics, medical physics, physics education, particle physics and astrophysics. Not only
has our department produced world class physicists, but the graduates have also held leadership
positions at top institutions in the U.S. and abroad. This makes our department one of the most

respected in the world. The Physics Dept. at Chapman University is the largest of the first year and
sophomore year physics department with over 160 faculty. Our department currently offers two B.S
degrees and a B.S. in Astronomy, a unique program that prepares students to earn either a B.S. or

M.S. in astronomy with certification in one of several areas of astronomy and physical science.
Students in both degrees have the opportunity to take up to forty hours of course work from a

variety of physics options, including the Laboratory (Physics or Astronomy), the Physics Elective
(sophomore year only), and the Independent Study Program. Another unique and exciting aspect of
this program is the opportunity to work in the Department of Physics in two different ways. Some
students participate in a research project in which they work on a project in a laboratory, team up

with a scientist from another department or research facility and join an ongoing research project at
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) site. Other students are enrolled in courses to

prepare for an internship, for example with NASA, the National Science Foundation, the NRC or the
Department of Defense. 5ec8ef588b
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